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Mr ELMES (Noosa—LNP) (6.16 pm): I rise to speak on the Parliament of Queensland (Reform and
Modernisation) Amendment Bill 2011. The bill before us most likely will be the most important to be
debated in my time in this place. As a government ages, simultaneously it becomes tired. Usually, at
successive elections it loses seats and so its critical mass declines. The field from which to select the
leadership team shrinks. Usually also, those losses of representatives are of the youngest and brightest—
the future of the regeneration of the government but also those most vulnerable to change in their marginal
seats. Too often these are the oncers. As the future, they are enthusiastic, idealistic and uninhibited. Their
loss to their party and to government is corrosive for the incumbent and sad for the welfare of the
community. The quality of the parliament diminishes, and that is tragic, but when the executive imposes
itself on the parliament, as proposed in this bill, that is of greater concern. 

As a result of its reduction in size and talent, the government progressively exhibits one-dimensional
thinking as its herd shrinks in size, ages and deteriorates together as one. There are no new ideas. The
leadership becomes bereft. There are no new initiatives. There is only a tampering with existing legislation,
even resorting to legislating executive control of all aspects of the parliament as this bill seeks to impose.
Tampering with other legislation is all too often at the behest of an already too influential but ascending in
power Public Service driven by its own self-interest and its own self-funded growth through a combination
of bloated regulation and the instincts of self-preservation and power. The tail wags the dog progressively
more vigorously as the government of the day becomes more and more vulnerable as the decline gathers
pace. 

There are other telltale signs of this inevitable decline. The government becomes overly sensitive to
criticism. Its solution is to retreat into a fortress mentality and to seek to exert greater and greater control
over anything, anyone or any organisation that poses any sort of threat. The decline of this government is
marked by the introduction of this bill and the dishonest way in which it has been lately portrayed. 

For all of its attacks on the opposition during the successive guises of this Labor government, I
venture to say that none is more serious than those encapsulated in the bill before the House, for this is an
attack on the fundamental principles of our Westminster model of government. My response is not about
the government of the day, nor is it about the opposition of the day, nor is it about the Speaker of the day. I
must say for the benefit of the Labor members present that, wherever I go, the current Speaker is held in
the very, very highest regard. 

Mr Kilburn: And he is elected. 

Mr ELMES: And he is elected, as he should be. It is about the independence of that role. In the
mother of all parliaments, at Westminster, there were 650 members elected in 2010. It is possible to
appoint from that number a Speaker who can be independent of his political party and who can be seen to
have independence in the role of the Speaker. That independence of the role is an imperative within the
suite of essentials for good democracy.
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Key amongst those principles is the separation of powers. The foremost authority of this doctrine,
Professor MJC Vile, in his book Constitutionalism and the Separation of Powers, maintains that it is
essential for the establishment and maintenance of political liberty that the government be divided into
three branches or departments—the legislature, the executive and the judiciary—and, further, that each
function be confined to that function and not encroach on the function of another and that the membership
of each is distinct and not shared or overlapping. That is the essence of what is wrong with this bill. The
executive will encroach upon and have the power to subjugate the role of the legislature. 

Of great concern to me is the allegation that the bill has arisen from the review committee process,
but the content has clearly gone beyond the committee’s terms of reference. Therefore, the notion that the
integrity and accountability public consultation process has led to these changes is a falsehood. The
changes proposed were not canvassed with the community. The broad question asked by that consultation
was: how can Queensland’s integrity and accountability process be strengthened? The discussion paper
included the following: democratic government, including the doctrine of the separation of powers, is a
keystone to any integrity framework. This bill delivers the precise opposite outcome to the alleged intent of
the integrity and accountability public consultation process. Therefore, this bill is an issue of concern. It is
of concern to the former clerk of the federal Senate, Harry Evans, who prefaced his remarks by saying,
‘Nothing that goes on in Queensland surprises us.’ 

What is the key change? There is to be a new Committee of the Legislative Assembly comprised of
three government ministers and three leaders drawn from the opposition. A government member will chair
it and will have a casting vote. The committee will consider almost everything relating to the functioning of
the parliament. Who is missing from this committee? All the backbenchers are missing, that is who. They
are disenfranchised. The government of the day will carry any change through the parliament that this
committee puts up and the backbenchers will have no say in the deliberations about the power of the
parliament itself. I recall the presentation of the member for Waterford a short time ago. He stood proudly
in his place and said that we are 89 members in this place and we 89 members have the power to impose
our will on the parliament. I would love to be here on the day that the member for Waterford or any of the
Labor Party backbenchers cross the floor to vote against something that senior members of their party ask
them to vote for. Who else is missing? The Speaker is missing. The traditional guardian of parliamentary
rights and privileges is to wait in the anteroom until summoned by the all-powerful trio if required. That is
demeaning and, in my view, it is deliberately so. 

What else is missing? Integrity and accountability! On Friday, 6 May 2011 the front page of the
Noosa Journal carried the banner headline, ‘High voltage outrage’. The story rails against the sham
masquerading as public consultation on the proposed Powerlink Eerwah Vale high voltage power line. The
story is an all too familiar identifier of the contempt that this Bligh Labor government has exhibited in its
public consultation process. It ignored 31,000 submissions on behalf of Noosa to the Local Government
Reform Commission. It ignored all public concern over the Traveston Crossing Dam. In this bill we have
another example of its disdain for consultation. There was a furore when the public perceived that it was
essential to have a former Labor minister provide access to government if any business was to be done. To
distract attention from that controversy, the Premier introduced the integrity and accountability discussion.
Allegedly, this bill is an outcome of that process. The explanatory notes allege—
The discussion paper consultation highlighted the importance of Parliament possessing and maintaining a high standard of scrutiny
over the legislative process. 

The consultation did not mandate the executive or a small clique to maintain this high level of
scrutiny. It wanted the parliament to undertake that work. This parody is not what the consultation process
either sought or endorsed, but it is typical of how the Bligh Labor government distorts both the truth and
honest debate. Its quest to dominate and to silence critics and the opposition alike is insatiable. It is a
hunger that is no longer able to be satisfied. It is such stuff that led John Dalberg-Acton to observe, ‘Power
corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely’. 

In highlighting my concern on the bill, I am in the very best of company. I join Harry Evans, the
former clerk of the federal parliament; Ian Callinan, a retired judge of the High Court of Australia; and a
host of former members of this House, Speakers and academics. I am also supported in my thinking by the
Scrutiny of Legislation Committee. The way to address my concern is to increase the membership of this
Committee of the Legislative Assembly by seven and to make the Speaker the chair. If that amendment is
not made, what is at risk is that the parliament will become a rubber stamp that is at the beck and call of a
minute group of the elected. The parliament is different from the government. The function of government
is different from the function of parliament. The government of the day comes into this place and presents
both its legislative agenda and its work for public scrutiny. It is held to account in this place by the
opposition. Any action that diminishes that integrity and accountability dilutes our parliamentary process
and its Westminster traditions even further. 

I raise one other point before I conclude, which is how the new committee system will function and,
more particularly, its financial position. The explanatory notes state—
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The Bill does not directly result in additional expenditure and as a result the Bill will not initially require allocation of significant
additional funds for its implementation. 

It goes on to say, and this is some way in the future—
Any additional funding for committees will be considered in light of Queensland’s budgetary situation. 

I suggest that the budgetary situation in Queensland today is such that we could not feed a
budgerigar for a week. I am concerned about the building process that we will need to go through in order
to provide committee rooms for the various committees and the provision of adequate funding for those
committees, which is going to be far greater than required by the present committee system. The
parliament will have to look at those issues. A failure to adequately fund the new committee system, which
the LNP supports, will dilute its effectiveness and will dilute the reforms to this parliament. 
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